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The answer is option 1: he killed himself

-----

In this Chart we see:






Mars (violence) in the 12th square Neptune, Ruler of the 1st House
Mars forming a T-square square with Mercury, Ruler of the 4th House, end of matters,
who is conjunct Saturn and Pluto and opposite Neptune, Ruler of the 1st
Mars sextile Uranus, sudden violence and Uranus is Ruler of the 12th House. Uranus is
opposite Venus (orb 5 °) Ruler of the 8th in the 8th
Vx conjunct Pf in the 12th trine the Floating Mc conjunct the 4th House of endings

-----
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12 Astrologers participated in the Test. 4 Astrologers found the correct answer. Below follows
their answers in order of receipt.

Erika Eiler- Hein (Germany)
uses the Age Harmonic Technique with radix





In his natal is the Ruler of his 8th House (Saturn) in Sagittarius In his AH is Saturn in
Sagittarius as well and the Ruler of the 8th House (Venus) is in 8
The Moon and floating Mc conjunct cusp 4 (end of live), floating Mc trine Vx in 12
Neptune, co ruler of the Asc. square Mars (weapons)
Ruler of the 4th House (Mercury in detriment in Sagittarius ) inconjunct
Uranus (sudden death) and square Mars in 12th

Irene Knudsen (Germany)
uses the Age Harmonic Chart
Significators of the natives physical body are the Ascendant, the Ruler of the Ascendant and the
Sun. All are afflicted.








Sun sesquisquare Mercury (Ruler of the 4th ) and Sun sesquisquare Mars (co Ruler of the 8th )
Neptune ( Ruler of the 1st ) square Mars, Neptune semi square Sun, Neptune opposition
Mercury and Neptune semi sextile Uranus ( Ruler of the House of self undoing )
Venus in Scorpio ( Ruler of the 8th in the 8th ) in semi sextile to Saturn and in sesquisquare
the Moon (co Ruler if the 4th )
Mars and Uranus links to Mercury
AH Mars square natal Saturn ( Ruler of the 8th )
AH Neptune ( Ruler of the 1st t ) opposite natal Saturn

Christy (USA)
uses Vedic astrology (Solar Return)
Solar Return Ascendant is conjunct the natal 12th lord Moon and the natal 8th Lord
Neptune in the Ascendant, suggesting losses and sudden events related to the body. The
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four angles of the Solar Return are badly afflicted by five malefics, indicating significant
harm to the body. Saturn, Ketu, and Pluto are conjunct in the Solar Return 4th House,
which can indicate brutality within the home. Mars and Rahu are conjunct in the Solar
Return 10th house at zero degrees, which is highly significant. The native was running
Rahu dasha, which gives the results of its lord (12th lord Moon) and any conjunct planets
in the Solar Return (Mars).
Mars is the man's Atmakara (Jaimini indicator of the native himself). A Mars-Rahu
combination can indicate unethical behavior in the Houses it rules or where it is
placed. Since Mars rules the 4th House and is placed in the Solar Return 10th , this suggests
potentially unethical and brutal actions in the home (4th House) that will become public
knowledge (10th House). Having Mars-Rahu in 10th opposing a Saturn-Ketu-Pluto
conjunction in the 4th implies violence within the home. Since Saturn is the Darakaraka
(Jaimini indicator of the spouse), who is conjunct Pluto and Ketu in the Solar Return, the
man's wife may have also died.

Aurore Paquet (France)
uses the Solar Return of 1984 which covers the date of the event (Classic)

The Year Lord is Venus
Jupiter divider - division 18 ° 46 Virgo participating Saturn
Jupiter in the Solar Return is Ruler of the 8th House and in fall
Venus Lord of the year is Ruler of Ascendant in the Solar Return aspects Natal Neptune
Venus is in exile is conjunct the Part of death at 1 ° 56 Aries
Mars dispositor of the Part of Death, is opposed to the Ascendant
Part Solar ARC on January 31st 1985 (90 ° wheel) the directed Sun is at the midpoint of
natal Mars / Saturn. And Saturn directed by the solar arc is opposite the Ascendant.
In the Solar Return in mundo, the Sun and the Moon are highlighted in an angle and in
trine
Venus Lord of the Year is conjunct Mars
Mercury, Ruler of Ascendant is conjunct Jupiter , Ruler of the 8th

Well done everybody! Thank you all for your contributions.
A new Test will be posted to the website round and about August 1st.
Until then!
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